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Summary
Stem cells interact with surrounding stromal cells (or niche)
via signaling pathways to precisely balance stem cell selfrenewal and differentiation [1–4]. However, little is known
about how niche signals are transduced dynamically and
differentially to stem cells and their intermediate progeny
and how the fate switch of stem cell to differentiating cell
is initiated. The Drosophila ovarian germline stem cells
(GSCs) have provided a heuristic model for studying the
stem cell and niche interaction. Previous studies demonstrated that the niche-dependent BMP signaling is essential
for GSC self-renewal via silencing bam transcription in GSCs
[5–7]. We recently revealed that the Fused (Fu)/Smurf complex degrades the BMP type I receptor Tkv allowing for
bam expression in differentiating cystoblasts (CBs) [8].
However, how the Fu is differentially regulated in GSCs
and CBs remains unclear. Here we report that a niche-dependent feedback loop involving Tkv and Fu produces a steep
gradient of BMP activity and determines GSC fate. Importantly, we show that Fu and graded BMP activity dynamically
develop within an intermediate cell, the precursor of CBs,
during GSC-to-CB transition. Our mathematic modeling reveals a bistable behavior of the feedback-loop system in
controlling the bam transcriptional on/off switch and determining GSC fate.
Results and Discussion
Germline stem cells (GSCs) in Drosophila ovary have provided
an excellent model to study the molecular interaction between
stem cells and their niches [1, 4] (Figures 1A and 1C). In
Drosophila ovary, 2–3 GSCs are located in the apical region
of germarium where the division of GSCs takes place along
the anterior-posterior axis of the ovary to produce two daughters with distinct fates [4]. Whereas the anterior daughter
remains attached with cap cells in the tip of the germarium
and becomes a new GSC [9], the posterior daughter dissociates from cap cells but associates with inner sheath cells
and becomes a cystoblast (CB) [10], which continues to divide
four times to form the germline cyst of the follicle. The function
and behavior of GSCs have been shown to be tightly controlled
by a small number of surrounding stromal cells, terminal
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filament, cap cells, and inner germarium sheath (IGS) cells,
which form a stem cell niche [9–11] (Figure 1A).
Bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) ligands (Dpp, Gbb) from
niche cells function as the major signal determining the
self-renewal of GSCs by directly silencing the transcription
of bag of marbles (bam), which encodes the GSC/CB
differentiation-promoting factor Bam [5–7]. Remarkably, bam
transcription begins only one cell diameter away from the
GSC in CB, suggesting that a steep gradient of BMP response
between GSCs and CBs is important for GSC/CB fate determination [8, 12]. We have recently shown that Fused (Fu), a
serine/threonine kinase, functions in concert with the E3 ligase
Smurf to degrade BMP type I receptor Tkv in CBs, allowing for
bam expression on CBs [8]. However, the issues of how the Fu
activity is differentially regulated in GSCs and CBs, and how
the GSC-to-CB fate switch occurs during GSC division remain
unclear.
The Fu Is Highly Expressed in CBs But Excluded in GSCs
We proposed that Fu activity might be inactivated in GSCs by
an unknown factor that ensures the proper gradient formation
of BMP activity between GSCs and CBs (Figure 1B). To test
this hypothesis, we examined the expression pattern of fu in
germarium at both messenger RNA and protein levels. The
in situ hybridization and transcription reporter assay showed
that fu transcript was ubiquitously expressed in the germarium (see Figure S1 available online). In contrast, the immunostaining analysis revealed that, like Bam protein (Figure 1D),
Fu protein was highly expressed in CBs and young cyst
cells but lowly presented or absent in GSCs (Figure 1E). To
visualize the Fu expression pattern at high resolution, we
generated a hemagglutinin (HA)-tagged Fu protein reporter
transgene driven by the fu promoter, P{fuP::HA-fu}, which fully
rescues fu mutant phenotypes, suggesting that the HA-Fu in P
{fuP::HA-fu} transgenic flies is functionally equivalent to the
endogenous Fu in wild-type (WT) flies. The following immunostaining experiments using anti-HA antibody revealed that,
like endogenous Fu pattern, expression of HA-Fu was high
in CBs but low or absent in GSCs (Figure 1F). This unequal
distribution of Fu protein between GSCs and CBs not only
reveals that Fu protein is specifically expressed in CBs
but also raises a possibility that Fu might be excluded in
GSCs. To test this possibility, we generated a transgene,
P{hs::HA-fu}, in which the HA-tagged fu was driven by the
heat-shock promoter. To investigate the spatiotemporal
expression pattern of HA-Fu in GSCs and CBs, we performed
a pulse-chase experiment as scheduled in Figure 1G. As
shown in Figures 1H–1M, similarly high levels of HA-Fu were
observed in both GSCs and CBs at 0.5 hr after a short-time
heat-shock treatment (AHS) (Figure 1H). However, in contrast
to the control setting (Figures 1K–1M), the levels of HA-Fu
protein were progressively reduced in GSCs with time,
compared with that in CBs (Figures 1I and 1J). In some cases,
there was no detectable signal of HA-Fu in GSCs at 2.5 hr
AHST (Figure 1J). These dynamic changes of the HA-Fu
expression in GSCs recorded by pulse-chase experiments
(quantified in Figures 1N and 1O) further strengthen that Fu
protein is tightly restricted in GSCs.
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Figure 1. Fu Is Highly Expressed in CBs But Limited in GSCs
(A) A schematic diagram of the germarium structure, showing different cell types and organelles indicated as follows: terminal filament (TF), cap cells (CPC),
inner germarium sheath cells (IGC), germline stem cells (GSC), cystoblast cells (CB), and GSC-pre-CB pair (a dividing GSC producing a pair of mother GSC
and pre-CB connected by a long extended fusome). Among these, TFs, CPCs, and IGCs form a complex GSC niche.
(B) Schematic diagram summarizing that CBs are exposed to the low level of external Dpp signal, Fu functions in concert with Smurf to degrade Tkv,
derepressing bam and allowing CB differentiation, whereas GSCs exposed to the high level of external Dpp signal from CPCs to activate high level of
pMad, thereby silencing bam transcription for GSC self-renewal, raising a hypothesis that the Fu might be negatively regulated by an uncharacterized factor.
(C–F) Ovaries collected from wild-type w1118 (C–E) and P{fuP::HA-fu} (F) were stained with different combinations of antibodies as indicated. The anti-Vasa
antibody was used to visualize all germ cells in the germarium, whereas the anti-Hts was used to outline the germaria and the morphology of the fusomes.
Anti-Fu and anti-HA were used to show Fu and HA-Fu expression pattern in germaria from wild-type and P{fuP::HA-fu} transgenic flies, respectively.
(G) Schematic diagram of experimental design for pulse-chase experiments.
(H–M) Ovaries dissected from P{hs::HA-fu} and P{hs::gfp} at 0.5 (H and K), 1.5 (I and L), and 2.5 (J and M) hr after heat-shock treatment (AHS) were stained
with anti-Hts and anti-HA (or anti-GFP) antibodies. The scale bar represents 10 mm.
(N and O) Quantification of the dynamic expression changes of HA-Fu (N) and the control GFP (O) AHS.
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Niche BMP/Dpp Signaling Is Essential for Repressing Fu
Expression in GSCs
Given that the expression pattern of Fu protein was very similar
to that of Bam in early germ cells [13] (Figure S2), we sought to
test whether the repression of Fu protein in GSCs is also regulated by niche BMP/Dpp signaling. Previous studies proposed
that Dpp ligands are mainly secreted from niche cells to maintain GSCs [5, 7]. Indeed, previous studies and the present study
have shown that knockdown of dpp expression specifically in
the cap cells using the bab1::gal4, a cap cell-specific driver,
resulted in a gradual loss of GSCs, which mimics the phenotype
in dpp mutants [14, 15] (Figures S3A–S3C). To examine whether
dpp controls Fu expression in GSCs, we specifically knocked
down dpp in the cap cells by constructing P{fuP::HA-fu};
P{bab1::gal4}/P{uasp::artmir-dpp} flies. As shown in immunostaining assays, in 3-day-old WT ovaries, approximately 90%
of GSCs were HA-Fu negative and nearly 10% of GSCs had
low-level expression of HA-Fu, compared with their neighbor
differentiating germ cells (Figure 2A). Whereas, in the agematched ovaries from dpp knockdown flies, more than 60%
of GSCs expressed high levels of HA-Fu, which was comparable
with that in their adjacent neighbor differentiating germ cells
(Figure 2B), suggesting that Dpp ligands from cap cells are
essential for the repression of Fu expression in GSCs. We
then specifically knocked down mad, encoding Drosophila
homolog of Smad1/Smad5, in germ cells using nosP::gal4vp16 as the driver. Similarly, we found that knockdown of mad
led to upregulation of Fu in putative GSCs (Figures 2C and 2D;
Figures S3G–S3I). These findings suggest that niche BMP/
Dpp signaling is essential for repressing Fu expression in GSCs.
The Regulation of the Feedback Loop Involving Fu and Tkv
Is Niche-Dependent
Given that Fu conversely antagonizes BMP signaling by
degrading Tkv in CBs [8], we argue that a negative-feedback
loop mediated by the reciprocal antagonism between Fu and
Tkv is important to generate a steep gradient of BMP activity
for GSC fate determination (Figures 2K and 2L). The question
becomes how the reciprocal antagonism between Fu and
Tkv is formed. Previous studies proposed the existence of
a difference of external BMP ligand activity between cap cells
and IGS cells, which is mediated by the glypican Dally, contributes to the GSC fate (Figures S3D–S3F), because dally is
specifically expressed in cap cells but absent in IGS cells
[16, 17]. We therefore tested whether dally is involved in the
regulation of Fu expression in GSCs. As shown in Figure 2,
either knockdown of dally in cap cells or loss of function of dally
resulted in derepression of Fu in the putative GSCs (Figures 2E
and 2F). However, overexpression of either dpp or dally in IGS
cells by c587::gal4 led to tumorous germaria (Figures 2G and
2H) that were filled with Bam-negative GSC-like cells [14, 16],
in which Fu expression was repressed (Figures 2I–2J0 ). These
findings reveal that manipulation of external BMP ligand
activity could control Fu expression in GSCs/CBs. Thus, the
difference of external BMP ligand activity between cap cells
and IGS cells is important for generation of the feedback
loop between Tkv and Fu in GSCs/CBs, suggesting that the
regulation of the feedback loop is niche dependent.
The Graded BMP Activity and BMP Antagonistic Activity
Dynamically Develop within Pre-CB during GSC-to-CB
Transition
How does this negative-feedback loop contribute to the
gradient BMP activity formation in the stem cell niche? Given

that both Fu and bam are silenced in GSCs and derepressed
in CBs and that loss of bam does not affect on BMP activity
[6], we reasoned that the BMP antagonistic activity mediated
by Fu probably initiates and accumulates at transitional stages
during the GSC-to-CB switch. We therefore focused on
studying the behavior of an intermediate cell, the precursor
of CBs, called pre-CB [13, 18–20]. The asymmetric division
of GSCs in Drosophila ovary is accompanied by slow cytokinesis such that the anterior mother and posterior daughter
cells remain connected to one another for many hours before
completing scission [21]. These GSC-CB pairs can be easily
recognized by long fusomes that extend from the anterior
GSCs into the posterior cells (Figure 3A), which have been
previously determined as intermediate cells during GSC-toCB transition and designated as pre-CBs [13, 19, 20]. To
explore how the BMP gradient is formed, we directly measured the BMP activity in both GSCs and pre-CBs using antiphosphorylated-Mad (pMad) antibody. As in previous studies
[7, 14, 22], pMad expression was high in GSCs but very low or
absent in CBs (Figure 3B). However, we found that in 40 examples of GSC-pre-CB pairs (932 examined germaria), the expression levels of pMad in pre-CBs were apparently lower
than that in their mother GSCs but to different extents. About
37.5% of pre-CBs expressed pMad at significant high levels
(Figures 3C, 3C0 , and 3E), whereas 62.5% of pre-CBs showed
low expression levels, nearly 20% of that seen in GSCs (Figures 3D, 3D0 , and 3E). These findings indicate that a gradient
of BMP activity is being formed in GSC-pre-CB pairs. To
capture the accurate timing of bam transcription activation,
we scored the GFP expression using P{bamP::gfp} reporter,
which accurately recapitulates the timing of bam transcription
[13]. We were surprised, however, to observe that bam promoter was completely inactive in 59 examples of GSC-preCB pairs (820 examined germaria) (Figure 3F). Consistent
with this, Bam protein was also absent in pre-CBs (Figure 3G).
These findings suggest that, although GSC-pre-CB pairs form
a BMP activity gradient, bam transcription expression requires
efficient activation of BMP antagonistic activity.
We thus predicted that the BMP antagonistic activity mediated by Fu might become active and/or accumulate during the
pre-CB lifetime and before bam is expressed. To test this, we
examined the expression pattern of Fu protein in pre-CBs
using P{fuP::HA-fu} as the reporter. In 26 examples of GSCpre-CB pairs examined, 46% of pre-CBs clearly expressed
HA-Fu, whereas 54% of pre-CBs expressed very low levels
of HA-Fu (Figures 3H–3J). These findings suggest that the expression of Fu apparently precedes Bam expression in GSCto-CB switch, although Fu expression exhibits either high or
low level, in the pre-CBs. To better understand the importance
of Fu in the formation of BMP activity gradient in GSC-pre-CB
pairs, we measured the pMad level in GSC-pre-CB pairs in
tumorous germaria of the fuJB3 mutants. As shown in Figures
3K–3L, no apparent difference of pMad in GSCs from preCBs and other GSC/CB-like cells was detected in the fu
tumorous germaria, suggesting that expression of Fu in preCBs is important for the formation of a steep gradient BMP
activity.
It has been shown that Nos and Bam expression are mutually exclusive in GSCs, CBs, and young cysts [23] (Figure S3J)
and that Nos/Pum might be involved in the regulation of
BMP activity in GSCs/CBs [12]. We therefore examined the
Nos expression pattern in GSC-pre-CB pairs and found that
GSCs and pre-CBs in the examined GSC-pre-CB pairs expressed almost equal levels of Nos protein (Figure S3K). In
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Figure 2. BMP/Dpp Signaling Represses Fu in GSCs
(A–F) Ovaries collected from different genotypes, P{fuP::HA-fu} (A and C), P{fuP::HA-fu}; P{bab1::gal4}/P{uasp::artmir-dpp} (B), P{fuP::HA-fu}; P{uasp::
artmir-mad}/P{nosP::gal4-vp16} (D), P{fuP::HA-fu}; dallygem/dally305 (E), and P{fuP::HA-fu}; P{bab1::gal4}/P{uasp::artmir-dally} (F) were stained with antiHA and anti-Hts antibodies as indicated.
(G–J) Ovaries collected from P{c587::gal4}/P{uas::dally}; P{fuP::HA-fu} (G, I, and I0 ) and P{c587::gal4}; P{fuP::HA-fu}; P{uas::dpp} (H, J, and J0 ) flies were
stained with different combinations of antibodies as indicated. The scale bar represents 10 mm.
(K and L) Schematic diagrams summarize that the reciprocal antagonistic relationship between Fu and Tkv in GSCs and CBs.

the light of previous findings that Nos/Pum is not required for
BMP-dependent bam silencing but downstream of Bam action
[23–25] and current findings, Nos/Pum appears not to be the
major contributor to BMP activity gradient formation between
GSCs and CBs.

The Mathematic Modeling Reveals the Bistable Behavior
of the Feedback-Loop System
The present data strongly imply that GSC/CB fate finely
controlled by Fu protein regulation is important for generating
BMP activity gradient between GSCs and CBs. However, the
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Figure 3. BMP Antagonistic Activity Mediated by Fu Initiates in Pre-CBs during GSC Asymmetric Division
(A) Wild-type ovaries were stained with anti-Vasa and anti-Hts antibodies, and a long extended fusome connecting a pair of a GSC and a CB was indicated.
(B–E) Ovaries collected from w1118 (B–D) were stained with anti-pMad and anti-Hts antibodies. (C0 ) and (D0 ) showed pMad staining pattern corresponding to
(C) and (D), respectively. (E) showed different types of the ratio of pMad expression in the GSC and pre-CB in panel (C)/(C0 ) (type I) and (D)/(D0 ) (type II), and
the examined sample size was indicated as n.
(F and G) Ovaries collected from P{bamP::gfp} (F) and P{bamP::bam-gfp} (G) flies were stained with anti-GFP and anti-Hts antibodies.
(H–L) P{fuP::HA-fu} ovaries (H and I) and fu mutant tumorous ovaries (K) were stained with different combinations of antibodies as indicated. (H0 ), (I0 ), and (K0 )
showed HA or pMad staining pattern corresponding to (H), (I), and (K), respectively. (J) showed different types of the ratio of HA-Fu expression in the pre-CB
and CB corresponding to (H)/(H0 ) (type I) and (I)/(I0 ) (type II), and the examined sample size was indicated as n. (L) showed the relative strength of pMad in
GSC, pre-CB, and GSC-like cell corresponding to (J), and the examined sample size was indicated as n.

remaining important question is how to understand the mechanism by which the dynamic reciprocal antagonism between
Tkv and Fu controls the GSC-to-CB fate switch during GSC
division. To clearly answer this question, we developed a

mathematical network model based on the experimental
evidences with bistable behavior to elucidate how the feedback
loop regulation determines the fate specification of GSCs (Figure 4; Figure S4, Table S1, and Supplemental Results).
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precisely balancing of stem cell renewal and differentiation.
The current model permits us to propose a comprehensive
description of the action of niche signaling that governs the
decision between stem cells and differentiating cells.
Supplemental Information
Supplemental Information includes four figures, one table, and Supplemental Experimental Procedures and can be found with this article online
at doi:10.1016/j.cub.2012.01.056.
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Figure 4. Equilibrium Structure and Bistability of the Feedback Loop
Equilibrium structure and bifurcation of the feedback loop as a function of
Dpp concentration w with two bifurcation values w0 and w00 (w0 <w00 ) (see the
stability analysis in Supplemental Information). Only one equilibrium exists
if w<w0 or w>w00 (i.e., monostability), whereas there are two stable equilibrium
points and one unstable equilibrium point if w0 <w<w00 (i.e., bistability). The
network diagram is shown in (A), and the equilibrium structures of the
activated Tkv (x), pMad (y), and Fu (z) are plotted in (B), (C) and (D), respectively, where the solid curve denotes the stable equilibrium and the dashed
curve denotes the unstable equilibrium.

On the basis of our data, we propose a feedback loop model
to show how the GSC fate is regulated (Figure 4A). In the
model, the external BMP signal cues stimulate phosphorylation of Tkv protein, the activated Tkv then promotes the
synthesis rate of phosphorylated Mad (pMad), and pMad
promotes the degradation of Fu protein and represses the
transcription of bam. Meanwhile, degradation of the activated
Tkv is also controlled by Fu (Figure 4A). To assess the dynamic
properties of this feedback loop, we here assume that the transcriptions of genes tkv, mad, and fu are sufficient and that the
degradation rate of pMad and the synthesis rate of Fu protein
are constants. The network diagram of the feedback loop
plotted in Figure 4A clearly points out two characteristics of
the model: first, the microenvironment-derived BMP ligands
serve as a key external signal, the strengths of which are differentially sensed by GSCs, pre-CBs, and CBs, thereby regulating the dynamic expression of the activated Tkv, pMad,
and Fu during the asymmetric division of GSCs. Second,
although the transcription of the bam gene is regulated negatively by Tkv/pMad, the expressions (and/or regulations) of the
activated Tkv, pMad, and Fu are independently of the status of
the Bam protein.
The dynamic analysis in Supplemental Results reveals the
bistable behavior (i.e., switch behavior) of the system and
how the system dynamics respond to the strength of external
BMP ligand activity. Specifically, the strong external BMP
ligand activity (in GSCs) will lead to a low expression level of
Fu as well as high expression levels of the activated Tkv and
pMad. Conversely, the weak external BMP ligand activity (in
CBs) will lead to a high level of Fu expression (and low levels
of the activated Tkv and pMad expression). However, for the
transitional stage with intermediate BMP signaling (in preCBs), both high and low levels of Fu and pMad expression
exist (Figures 4B–4D). These theoretical predictions not only
exactly match our experimental data, but they also bring an
insightful physical interpretation for why the niche dependence of BMP signaling determines the fate of stem cells by
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